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Business under Letter of Credit (L/C), domestic and international is an established payment mechanism in 

Trade Finance. LC Business under UCPDC 600, negotiations and discounting of bills is considered safe 

secured and self liquidating advance. Discounting of bills under Letters of Credit ( DA ) , where in duly 

accepted bills of exchange by the Importers Banks are discounted by commercial bank world over is a normal 

practice . Business is considered relatively risk free and profitable. Safety of business lies in strict adherence to 

the bill discounting guidelines. Case highlights risks in non compliance. 
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1. Introduction 
Export LC Bill discounting is a transaction-specific financing arrangement between the client and the financer. 

Aimed to make one's liquidity problems a thing of the past, this is an arrangement in which banks discount an 

accepted and assigned presentation made under the ' Letter of Credit” to a bank which is prepared to discount 

the Acceptance. Discounting of Acceptances is common both in domestic and International trade. In this 

arrangement, the sale of goods is made by the client on the strength of “Letter of Credit (LC).' Sellers may 

request that a buyer obtain a L/C from a reputed bank/ financial institution prior to shipping goods. This is done 

to protect the seller against nonpayment for the merchandise. 

The L/C opening bank undertakes that it will pay the seller if the buyer defaults. A client is called beneficiary 

in the LC terminology. In this process, after the presentation of documents, the LC is co - accepted by the LC 

issuing bank or confirming bank. The seller /exporter then can present the accepted B/E to their own banker or 

any other banker who is prepared to discount the acceptance and get the funds immediately. On due date the 

discounting bank collects/ receives the payment from the L/C Opening bank. This facility is considered safest 

under the Trade Finance both domestic & International. In view of another bank’s commitment to pay on due 

date, chances of default are almost nil PROVIDED the prescribed systems / procedures and compliance to the 

UCPDC guidelines is ensured. 

 

2. Case Presentation 
Global Bank Ltd (GBL) is an established bank. It has a branch in Pali Hills, - a posh area of Mumbai. The 

branch has high profile Customers which include glamour world of Bollywood, film industry Ickons, known 

small and medium entrepreneurs, the rich and high net worth individuals. The 12 year old branch had a business 

mix of INR 750 Crores in March 2013. The branch is headed by a Senior AVP Mr. Anand Mohan (AM), who 

has 18 plus years of career in different banks.. He has taken over the charge in end January 2014. At the time of 

taking over, the branch had a business mix of INR 865 crores, of which INR 375 Crores were deposits. The 

branch was lagging behind its 2014 Business mix targets by INR 45 Crores – the gap was 25 crores in deposits 

and INR 20 Crores in advances. 

The branch had a staff strength of 19 which included 2 Senior Relationship Managers looking after Deposits 

and Advances. Mr.G.N.Singh (GNS) SRM Credit had been with the branch of nearly 14 months and enjoyed 

excellent relationship with clients. He comes from middle class family of eastern U.P and has been with Bank 

for nearly a decade now. He has worked in different branches of bank at Kanpur and was transferred to Mumbai 

last year. This is his second branch in Mumbai. He is known as a dynamic go-getter and enjoyed excellent 

relationship with customers. He is reported to be a frequent visitor to five star pubs and restaurants and has 

created a good social network at Mumbai. He is all for the “Customers”. He is a recipient of big incentives and a 

Coveted award last year for surpassing Credit budget at Kanpur branch. 

Mr. Anand Mohan in his first staff meeting in first week of February 2014 spoke high on GNS and his 

achievements. In the last Town Hall review meet held on 31
st
. January 2014 he had promised Mr.Rajakaran 

Sr.Vice President at Zonal Office that Pali hills branch will achieve all its targets, although only few days are 

left. Immediately after the conference, AM called a meeting of the staff and advised them to go all out and get 

new business. He informed that Pali Hills has to achieve all its “Budgets”, and each staff member has to 

contribute. Business became the BUZZ word in the Branch. 
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3. Business Targets and Marketing of Financial Services 

On 3
rd

 March 2014 GNS introduced to AM one Mr.M.Bhagat (MB) of Look and Looks LLP, a financial broker 

known for his business acumen and connections in the industry. GNS informed AM that MB has some good 

Bills Discounting business under Letter of Credit (DA).He opined that this business can help them to improve 

their profitability and of course achieve the budgets. The meetings lasted for over 40 minutes and it was agreed 

to accede to the business proposal of MB. MB informed that some of his high net worth clients are traders of 

good repute and have some requirements for Bill Discounting under Inland L/C (DA) facilities. He said that the 

L/Cs would be of known Prime banks and for genuine business transactions. He wanted Pali Hills branch to start 

business on casual basis and if they are satisfied consider regular limits in due course of time. On enquiry he has 

informed that the branch can discount Bills under confirmed D.A L/Cs up to INR 500 lacs per client and they 

can always approach the Mr. Gardner Halley Director for adhoc higher limits. Mr. MB was assured of all help 

and assistance. Both AM & GNS were convinced that they will be able to achieve ambitious business budgets. 

Time was ticking for them. They both aspired to be promoted and also receive gold coins of 20 gms each as an 

incentive only if they could somehow achieve the challenging budgets. There were just 53 days between them 

and the awards and promotion. 

On 6
th

 March Mr MB’s Office requested AM and GNS to come to their office. They were informed that one 

Ms.Vaibhabi Sinha Director of A to Z Traders P.Ltd would be meeting them, she is one of the high net worth 

customers, Mr. MB wanted the bank to do business with them. They reached the office of Look and Looks LLP 

and felt impressed with the plush expensive furnishing. The office was buzzing with activity with employees 

working at their work stations and telephones ringing. AM & GNS were received at the gate on 7
th

 floor of 

World Trade Center, Nariman Point by Ms. Anita Secretary to MB, who guided them to his office, where they 

were received with warmth by him. MB informed that Ms. Sinha would be with them soon. 

After sometime they all moved to the conference room. The room was tastefully decorated and MB.’s 

photographs with CEO’s of known banks and FIs adored the walls. His photo with Mr. Halley the Director of 

Global Bank Ltd caught the eyes of both AM & GNS and they smiled looking at each other. Shortly thereafter 

Ms. Sinha was ushered in. She was in her early thirties, good looking and was elegantly dressed. She was 

wearing expensive diamond jewellery and an exclusive perfume. They discussed business and after about 2 hrs 

discussions, she left. The meeting ended at about 3:30 p.m. 

Driving back to office both of them went over business details of the Company e.g. Business unitat Kalbadevi 

,a 4000 sqft flat at Lokhandwala, Andheri , a Commodity trading business for last 2 years, Certified Financials, 

accounts with known Private and Foreign banks in Mumbai etc. The sales figure up to the month of December 

were reported to be INR 130 crore and the projected sales for the current year was INR 200 crore. A to Z 

Traders P. Ltd. Were traders in commodities and did only L/C based secured business as per MB. The 

Registered office address of the Company mentioned was Flat 2402, Diamond Towers, Mumbra, Thane, 

Maharashtra. 

In 2
nd

 week of March, GNS received a call from A to Z Traders Pvt. Ltd. Ms Sinha informed that they were 

expecting an Inland L/C (DA) for INR 20 cores DBC Bank Ltd. Delhi for shipment of edible oil from 

Bhavnagar to Delhi. She enquired whether their bank would be interested since in that case she can advise the 

Client in Delhi to advise the L/C thru GBL and also restrict the L/C for negotiation with the branch. GNS 

readily agreed and gave good news to AM. 

Next day morning at about 11:30 am one Mr. Dash representing A TO Z Traders P. Ltd. turned up at Global 

Bank Ltd with a sealed envelope addressed to AM marked private and Confidential. Its outside carried the 

address of DBC Bank Ltd, Naya Bazar Branch Delhi.Mr. Dash was guided to the chamber of AM.After 

exchange of pleasantries, Mr.Dash handed over the sealed envelope to AM who called for GNS.Mr. Dash 

informed that the envelope contained the L/C DA revolving for INR 20 crores, about which Ms.Sinha had 

spoken to GNS the previous day.He requested them to speak to Ms.Sinha and acknowledge receipt of the L/C to 

her. 

GNS spoke to Ms.Sinha, thanked her for the business. After Mr. Dash had left, GNS opened the envelope and 

took out the Documentary Letter of Credit (DA), issued by DBC Bank Ltd. The opener of L/C was World 

Traders Ltd. Sadar Bazar; Delhi said to be general order Suppliers and Traders. The beneficiaries were A to Z 

Trades P. Ltd. Mumbai. It was a Revolving Letter of Credit for shipment of EDIBLE OIL from Bhavnagar 

Gujarat to them. The turnover the L/C was restricted to INR 40 Crores. Important terms were validity from date 

of opening i.e. 10
th
March, 2014up to 9thSeptember, 2014, partial shipment allowed, purchases of 40000 tons of 

edible oil @Rs. 10000 per ton, insurance covered by openers, L/C restricted to GLOBAL BANK LIMITED, 

Pali Hills branch ,dispatch by road in oil tankers of Jeeyo Golden Transport Ltd IBA approved transporters, 

Transport receipt to be issued in the name of DBC Bank Ltd, the opening bank, invoices and insurance policy of 

New India Assurance Ltd. Covering comprehensive risks and Agmark certification. The L/C subscribed to 

UCPDC 600 regulations. He discussed the business with AM who instructed GNS to set the Bill discounting 

process in motion. Both felt happy and assured of good business.  
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Mr. Singh instructed Ms.Dimple his assistant to urgently send out a fax to the L/C opening bank seek their 

confirmation for having issued the L/C so as to ensure the L/C document is genuine. There was no branch of 

DBC Bank Ltd in Mumbai. She prepared the text and gave it to AM’s secretary Mr. Deepak to fax it at the given 

number. The fax did not go till the evening, lines were always said to be busy. He informed GNS about it next 

day. Mr Dash called GNS and informed that the loading has been started by the seller at Bhavnagar and they 

expect the 1
st
 consignment to leave Bhavnagar in next 24hrs and they would be submitting the document on the 

2
nd

/3
rd

 day from that day for negotiation and discounting, GNS thanked him for the info, but forgot to discuss 

the matter regarding problem with the fax, which incidentally remained unsent. 

On 21
rd

 March, 2014 Mr. Dash came to Pali Hills branch and handed over sealed cover addressed to AM to 

GNS Mr. Dash informed that it contained documents for the 1
st
 shipment under the L/C for INR 14.50 Crore. He 

conveyed the request of Ms. Sinha that she would be happy if the documents are promptly negotiated and 

discounted that day itself.GNS assured Mr. Dash of all help. He handed over the envelope to Ms.Dimple and 

instructed her to process it quickly. The FAX seeking confirmation from the opening bank remained pending 

and it again escaped attention of both AM & GNS.  

At about 3.30pm Mr. Dash called Mr. Sinha and enquired whether their bill under L/C has been discounted 

since they wanted to issue some cheques from their current account in 1
st
 Bank Ltd. Worli Mumbai where the 

funds were to be remitted.GNS advised Mr. Dash that the bill has not yet been negotiated and that it can be 

discounted after receipt of Acceptance from the Opener Bank. Around the same time Ms. Dimple submitted the 

L/C process sheet containing which contained following discrepancies: 

1. Confirmation of genuineness of L/C still awaited (FAX has not gone despite repeated attempts as the 

number was always busy)  

2. Invoice dated 2 days before the date of opening of L/C.  

3. As per the Risk Management Policy of GBL the exposure limit of the opening bank i.e. DBC Bank Ltd for 

Global Bank Ltd. Pali Hills branch was restricted to Rs.5 crores, subject to reporting. Higher exposure 

required sanction / approval of HO.  

4. Commercial Invoice issued by the seller had cuttings in its number i.e. No 1001 was changed to number 

5469 without any authentication. There was overwriting in date also without authentication. 

5. The L/C number was misquoted as “DBC/420/DLI “instead of DBC/402/ILD/02 on the Transport Receipt 

issued by Jeyo Golden Transport Ltd,  

6. Transport Receipt was issued to the order of World Traders Ltd. And not the Opening Bank as per terms of 

LC. 

7. Invoice had calculation errors/over writings. Changes/corrections were made but not authenticated by any 

partner.  

GNS went to AM with the papers and sought his instructions. The negotiation transactions could not be put 

through that day, since the Confirmation about genuineness of the L/C was still and AM was called to Zonal 

Office for some important meeting. In the evening when they were closing the Branch, AM received a call from 

MB. Who wanted to know the status of the bill, whether it had been discounted or not?  

 

4. Negligence , Carelessness and Non Compliance of Procedures by Bank Employees 

Next day GNS received a call from Mr. Dash GNS informed Mr. Dash about the discrepancies as also that since 

the FAX has not gone despite efforts. Dash was not willing to allow time to AM & GNS to take it up with their 

New Delhi office now and insisted for action on part of the bank. AM & GNS left it at that as they did not want 

to upset the customers in view of the size of business on the table. Same day afternoon Ms. Sinha called AM and 

offered that in view of the problem as explained by Dash and urgency she can send Dash to Delhi by air and he 

will bring back the confirmation from the bank, by hand the same day.AM while accepting her help also 

informed her of the discrepancies, she assured that she will have a word with the buyer in Delhi and sort it out to 

their satisfaction soon.  

Accordingly Mr. Dash picked up a closed cover addressed to DBC Bank Ltd from GNS at about 12 pm and 

promised to return by late evening, may be night. Next day at about 09.30 am, GNS received a call on his 

mobile from Mr.Dash that he has just landed in Mumbai and would straight come to Pali Hills branch with the 

sealed envelope from the L/C Opening bank. He requested for release of payment that day itself since supplier 

was pressing them hard and was reluctant to start loading the next consignment. 

Mr. Dash reached the branch at 1130 am and handed over the sealed envelope addressed to the branch, to 

GNS. GNS opened the envelop and found the confirmation of the bank having issued the L/C, duly signed by 

two persons with their code numbers. In absence of any branch of DBC Bank Ltd. in Mumbai GBL could not 

verify the signatures of the signatories. He handled over the letter to Ms. Dimple and informed AM. 

Same day one Mr. Dig Vijay (GM Finance) of A to Z Traders P. Ltd. had come to sign/authenticate the 

cuttings/alterations in the papers, since no director was in town. He has also brought copy of a Fax letter from 

World Traders Ltd, Delhi received in their office offering to accept discrepancies, if any in the negotiation of the 

bill. They had also acknowledged receipt of oil at their godown since the transporter had delivered the oil, being 
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known to them. On that day also the bill could not be negotiated since the official Co- Acceptance of the bill 

was still awaited from the DBC Bank Ltd. Delhi the L/C opening bank. On 25
th March

 at about 10:30 am Ms. 

Sinha accompanied by Mr. MB came to GBL Pali Hills branch. They were escorted to AM's chamber by GNS. 

After pleasantries, Mr. MB requested AM to release the payment since the oil manufacturer was sitting in her 

office and was demanding payment. 

Mr. AM explained at length the efforts made and requested for their co-operation on the following: 

 Branch has been trying to Fax the message regarding Negotiation to the Operator bank on the given 

numbers but the numbers are perpetually busy or out of order. Branch needs the official Co- Acceptance of 

the bill from DBC Bank Ltd. Before discounting the L/C. He cited the earlier incident also when FAX could 

not be sent they had to send their representative to Delhi. 

 Once the Co- Acceptance of DBC Bank Ltd.is received they will be approaching their Risk Management 

Department headed by Mr. Halley for increasing the exposure limit on DBC Bank Ltd. for the branch to 

enable them to take a higher than the allotted exposure. 

 Pending the RMD approval they will release up to Rs.5 crores (as per the Branch Delegated Powers and the 

permitted exposure limit)  

 But before that the Letter of Acceptance of discrepancies signed by an authorized person on behalf of the 

opener and the Co- acceptance from the bank is required by Fax or Courier. It was explained that this is the 

minimum required to proceed further.  

Ms. Sinha while expressing her unhappiness reluctantly agreed to wait for one more day. She was persuaded 

by Mr. MB. Mr. MB also helped AM to get another telephone number and the Fax could be finally sent. Both 

took leave of AM and GNS, obtaining an assurance from them that needful will be done promptly i.e. as soon as 

the reuired paers/ conformations are received from DB. 

On 26
th
 March, 2014 when Mr. Mohan reached the branch, he found Mr. Dash and Mr. Dig Vijay seated in his 

chamber along with GNS. GNS informed that they have not received the official confirmation of Co - 

acceptance from DBC Bank Ltd. Delhi. The matter was discussed with Mr. MB who after talking to Ms. Sinha, 

got a mobile number said to be of one Mr. Jayant Sr. Manager DBC Bank Ltd. Mr. Mohan called the number 

which was promptly responded to, Mr. Jayant explained the delay attributing the delay to connectivity problems 

in their branch phones, since Delhi has received heavy rains and it seems the landlines cables have been flooded. 

He profusely apologized to AM for the delay due to circumstances beyond their control. He added that the 

World Traders are one of their AAA rated customers having huge turnover. He confirmed that their Bank's Co- 

Acceptance of the Document under the L/C, along with acceptance of all the discrepancies in the L/C 

negotiation signed by the MD of the World Traders Ltd. Has been sent by DTDC courier. He gave them 

consignment number of DTDC. He took Pali Hills Branch fax number and assured that they will also fax the 

documents copies promptly. Mr. AM thanked Mr. Jayant for his help. After about 10 minutes a fax was received 

from DBC Ltd Delhi conveying Co- Acceptance of the bill under L/C with the due date for payment and copy of 

the letter accepting all the discrepancies. It read we accept all the discrepancies in the bill negotiated under the 

L/C issued on their behalf by DBS Bank Ltd. 

Finally a sum of Rs 4.98 cores after deduction of charges and Interest was released against the negotiated bill 

of Rs.14.50 crores. Mr. Mohan promised Ms. Sinha and Mr. MB that balance shall be released after taking the 

approval for the higher exposure from Mr. Halley. Mr. Mohan requested Mr. MB to request Ms. Sinha to park 

part of the funds with the branch till 10
th
 April. Mr. MB promised to request her and get them some deposits for 

the year end. 

Next day Mr. Mohan armed with the branch request along with the copies of letters received including Co –

acceptance letter went to their head office seeking sanction / approval of higher exposure on DBC Bank ltd. for 

six months. The matter was put to Mr. Halley, who approved the exposure subject to the compliance of bank's 

usual guidelines on discounting of bills under LC (DA). 

On 29
th

 March, 2014 the branch release the balance amount of Rs. 9.5 crores after deducting their charges and 

Interest the credit of a newly opened Current account. True to their promise, A to Z Traders P. Ltd agreed to 

keep a sum of Rs. 8 crores in their current account, till first week of April 2014. The branch could surpass their 

deposit targets & the gap in advance had narrow down substantially. Mr. Singh started contacting other Cash 

Credit borrowers and requested them to transfer their unutilized cash credit limits and park the funds in short 

deposit, which will help the branch in achieving the deposit budget too as also surpass the total business mix 

targets.  
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5. Achievement of Business Targets vs. Financial Loss 

Finally Pali Hills branch not only achieved all their budgets but marginally surpassed them. They reported a 

business mix of Rs. 917 crores advances Rs. 516 and deposit Rs. 401 crores.against a budget of Rs 515 for 

advances and Rs 400 crores as deposits. 

On 5
th

.April Mr. Mohan asked Mr. Singh whether the courier of DBC bank ltd. was received or not? After 

making enquires in the department, he informed that the courier has not yet been received. Mr. Singh called Mr. 

Dash and Mr. Dig Vijay, they were unreachable. Mr. Mohan tried to reach Ms. Sinha next day but her mobile 

was switched off. Whole day both tried to reach various number of A to Z Traders P. Ltd. But of no avail. Even 

the mobile no of Mr. Jayant of DBC Bank Ltd. was unreachable and reported to be out of service. Finally on 7
th
 

April, 2014, they went to the office Look & Looks LLP. They were informed by the receptionist that Mr. MB 

was no longer working with them and that he worked with them just for three months. His services were 

terminated by them on 4th April, 2014due to his doubtful integrity. Mr. Mohan & Mr. Singh with great 

difficulty managed to speak to one Mr. Anuj Mishra, AVP (New Projects) who confirmed what the receptionist 

had already informed them. They were unable to provide any further information on MB or A TO Z Traders P. 

Ltd to them.  

Upon return to the branch they found that a major part of Current account had been withdrawn thru cheques 

presented in Clearing as also a RTGS for Rs 2 crore was sent to R.B Cooperative Bank Ltd. since morning. 

When they contacted that bank, the manager told them that account has a balance of only INR 11,000 and since 

morning they have returned 11 cheques for want of funds. He also advised that party is not only contactable 

since morning. All their efforts to contact Ms. Sinha, Mr. MB, Mr. Das, Mr. Dig Vijay, the Opener and the DBC 

Bank in Ltd. Delhi did not yield any results. It seemed that the Global Bank Ltd.had been duped and bank may 

suffer losses. The branch finally reported the matter to their Head Office on 10
th
 April, 2014. 

The branch was immediately put under a Special Audit. The audit team was headed for Mr. Victory Singh 

Khan, a seasoned and experienced banker with good operational experience in Credit and Foreign Exchange. 

After a week it was established that bank has been defrauded and AM and GNS were put under suspension 

pending detailed investigations and bank lost Rs. 20 crores in this and other cases during the period .  

The readers would be wondering, “Kya Aisa bhi hota hai?? 

 

6. Learnings from the Case Study  

1. Discounting of Bills under L/C DA is considered to be a very safe business, but only when the prescribed 

procedures are strictly followed. From the above case following major learning’s are made from the 

deviations / violations of systems and procedures 

a. Acceptance of new business from an unknown Client,  

b. Non obtention of Status Reports from existing bankers/ CIBIL 

c. Non compliance , rather violation of KYC and AML Act 2002 

d. The due diligence for genuineness/ authenticity of the L/C was ignored completely , including not 

approaching their own branch in Delhi, verification of signatures from a bank having signatures of 

DBC Bank Ltd. at Mumbai  

e. Enlisting the support of their branch in Delhi to handle presentation of negotiated bills thru them 

f. Transport Company delivery to the Client being ignored completely by GBL, as if it was of no 

consequence  

g. Acceptance of authentication of cuttings / corrections by GM Finance as the Directors were said to be 

away  

h. Acceptance of help offered by A to Z Traders P. Ltd at every stage , in the process completely loosing 

control on the transaction,  

i. No search seem to have been done/report obtained from ROC and held on record  

j. Financials merely certified by CA , instead of being Audited  

k. Bill in round figures  

l. Greed for financial Incentives & promotions seem to have overtaken / impaired the prudence of 

otherwise experienced bankers. They threw all precautions and procedures to winds , 

m. Life style of GNS was not above board  

n. No one in the branch seem to be involved / watching this fraud happening  

 

7. Conclusion 

Bank of International Settlement (BIS) is developing a single set of global principles of good practices for the 

wholesale FX markets called as FX Global Code: May 2006 update and final publications targeted for May 

2017. This set of global principles of good practice in the foreign exchange market (Global Code) is being 

developed to provide a common set of guidelines to promote the integrity and effective functioning of the 

wholesale foreign exchange market1 (FX Market). It is intended to promote a robust, fair, liquid, open, and 
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appropriately transparent market in which a diverse set of Market Participants, supported by resilient 

infrastructure, are able to confidently and effectively transact at competitive prices that reflect available market 

information and in a manner that conforms to acceptable standards of behavior. The Global Code does not 

impose legal or regulatory obligations on Market Participants nor does it substitute for regulation, but rather it is 

intended to serve as a supplement to any and all local laws, rules, and regulation by identifying global good 

practices and processes. 

 

The Global Code is organized around six leading principles:  

 Ethics: Market Participants are expected to behave in an ethical and professional manner to promote the 

fairness and integrity of the FX Market.  

 Governance: Market Participants are expected to have robust and clear policies, procedures, and 

organizational structure in place to promote responsible engagement in the FX Market.  

 Information Sharing: Market Participants are expected to be clear and accurate in their communications 

and to protect Confidential Information to promote effective communication that supports a robust, fair, 

open, liquid and appropriately transparent FX Market.  

 Execution: Market Participants are expected to exercise care when negotiating and executing transactions 

in order to promote a robust, fair, open, liquid, and appropriately transparent FX Market.  

 Risk Management and Compliance: Market Participants are expected to promote and maintain a robust 

control and compliance environment to effectively identify, measure, monitor, manage, and report on the 

risks associated with their engagement in the FX Market. 

 Confirmation and Settlement Processes: Market Participants are expected to put in place robust, efficient, 

transparent, and risk-mitigating post-trade processes to promote the predictable, smooth, and timely 

settlement of transactions in the FX Market. The Global Code will evolve, as required, over time as the FX 

Market evolves. Market Participants must be aware of, and comply with, the laws, rules, and regulations 

applicable to them and 

Ultimate learning from the above case is that business achievement targets should never be at the cost of 

unethical and noncompliance business. Bank officials ignore the compliance and rules and regulations related 

domestic / international trade finance. Negligence, carelessness and discrepancies were observed in LC 

Discounting process, no proper follow up was done under Credit monitoring. Too much trust and reliability was 

placed on the customer .Mandatory Know Your Customer check was not done properly as a result customer was 

not traceable after withdrawing the funds.  

 

Disclaimer: The case study is based on media reports of a fraud perpetuated in different banks, wherein all rules 

/ regulations/ policies / systems and procedures were thrown to the winds. Some of the banks who had taken 

some care and Collateral security could salvage the position to some extent. Any similarities in name of persons 

or places is purely accidental, we have no intentions to malign any person or place. The case study is meant for 

academic use only.  


